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LDHV: Leadership Assistance Program (LAP) 

 
Goal: To help promote leadership training for our Venturers, to satisfy the Eagle Leadership requirements, 

and to assist the individual units in our LD 

 

A. Program applicable to 

✓ First Class, Star, and Life Scouts, or 

✓ Thanh Nu who have been with the Crew for at least 1 yr, or 

✓ Eagle scouts who have been with the Crew for at least 1 year, or  

✓ scouts who are 18+ yrs old 

 

B. Requirements and How to apply 

1. both parent(s) and scout must attend the LAP orientation  

2. scout must have already Mang Khan and Tuyen Hua  

3. scout scans and emails registration form, BSA health history form parts A&B, and copy of front 

and back side of medical insurance card to bachvietleaders@gmail.com 

4. once approved, scout meets with LAP advisor to go over the LAP requirement for the unit chosen 

(parent's attendance highly encouraged) 

5. for 1st year Venturers: scouts must stay in BV and pass ILSC Venturing training, attain Thanh 

neckerchief, and run for 1st term officer election in Feb/March right after bridging. When the 

scouts are not elected into the cabinet position or as a Team Leader, then they are eligible to apply 

for the LAP position 

6. for 2nd/3rd year Venturers who have already passed ILSC training and have received their 

neckerchief, they are eligible to apply for the LAP position at any time. Again, this group must 

meet the eligibility requirement listed in section A. 

 

C. Venturers will serve in one of the roles as 

• Troop Guides (Thieu Doan): Truong nganh in charge is Tr Khanh Nguyen  

• Den Chief (Au Doan): Truong nganh in charge is Tr Quynh Phuong Le 

 

Note: The above Truong nganh will direct the scouts to whichever unit that needs assistance. However, it 

is the leader of the unit whom the scouts serve, who will evaluate the scout's performance for Eagle 

leadership requirements.  

 

D. Detailed criteria for this program 

1. Venturers will be with the designated unit for all meetings, special events, and camps.         

Regular & timely attendance is mandatory for the unit they serve. 

2. Permission slip: Scouts can still submit online PS through BV for LD events like CCDN, LD 

camps, etc.  

3. Scouts do NOT need to submit a PS for events that occur in their LAP unit unless it is required by 

the unit leader → this is up to the unit leader's discretion 

4. Sleeping arrangement: if assisting Au Doan, the scout will sleep with the Crew; the scout is 

responsible for securing sleeping arrangement with his Crew; if assisting Thieu Doan, the scout 

will sleep with Thieu Doan 

5. When applying for Au or Thieu doan, scouts do not need to specify CN, SC, ML, DD, etc. Once 

approved, the scouts will meet up with their Truong nganh to discuss placement.  

6. Venturers will be in their Venturing uniform (class A &/or B). 

7. For Star and Life Scouts: options of duration of position to satisfy the 6 months leadership 

requirement are as follow: 
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➢ 6 consecutive months with the same unit, or 

➢ 3 consecutive months in a unit + 3 consecutive months in another unit 

 

 

E. College Venturers age 18+ 

• These scouts have the option to transition up as a Rover scout (Trang sinh) in September. They 

will be registered as a Venturing Participant in Crew 105 and MUST re-register as an adult scout 

by filling out the BSA adult registration form.  

• These scouts must complete the new YPT online training and submit certificate of training along 

with their adult BSA registration form 

• Their unit leader is Tr Travis Nguyen 

 

The LAP policy stated above is subject to change depending on feedback and progress of the program 

throughout the year.  
 

************* 

For Venturing Advisors: 

1. when the scout applies to join LAP, plz look thru their attendance record and evaluate their 

commitment, ie. if they have 2 or more unexcused absences in 3 months, especially for camp, the scout 

may not be suitable candidates; however, if the scout is willing to change his way to improve himself then 

he is still eligible for the position provided he makes the commitment, as noted below in items 2 and 3 

 

2. LAP Advisor MUST sit down and talk with the applicant to assess their commitment to the program, ie. 

regular attendance at meetings and camps, maintaining good communication habits, showing up on time 

and not leaving early, re-emphasize the leadership role that the scout will be undertaking, set priority for 

the LAP program in their activity calendar, etc.; parents of applicants should be encouraged to attend 

this meeting 

 

3. Because this is a voluntary program and it is to qualify them for the leadership advancement ranking, 

the scout needs to know that their months in LAP should be one of their top priorities in their activity 

calendar. If they have other commitments such as swim meet seasons with regular weekend competition, 

or they will be gone on vacation for long extended time, then they should delay applying for LAP until 

their personal calendar clears up; occasional absences due to illness, major test dates like SAT/AP, or 

unforeseen family event is acceptable and is based on the scout's honor system. However, multiple absent 

days must be made up. 
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